
 

 

What reveals Sayd Abad incident  

Yesterday, the Mujahideen of the Islamic Emirate has caused serious casualties to the enemy 
in a few hour battle taken place in Tangi Dara of Saed abad district, Maidan Wardak province. 
According to American military sources they have faced huge life loses in the incident in a 
single day as compare to the past ten years. According to other report a Chinook CH-47 
helicopter of American Special Forces has been fallen down, as a result thirty one US and 

seven domestic soldiers were killed.  

As before the acceptance of huge casualties by spokesmen of Washington’s defense and interior ministries, White 
House, Bagram and Kabul administration, the administrators of presidential palace accepted the incident at once and 
submitted their condolence, it is a surprise and matchless happening in itself. If this attempt is taken place through 
American consultation so it is clear that a change is occurred in American policy regarding to hide such incidents from 
world community and especially from Americans. Such incidents have taken place a number of times in the past ten 
years but Americans military officials have not accepted it. What kind of idea and new message they want to convey to 
the American people by this acknowledgment, that certainty will be later identified. But the conclusion yet become 
known is that from one hand the reality of emergency landing of their helicopters has been manifested and in the 
same way it has shown the discipline, heroism and power of Mujahideen that how they can prey the sophisticated 
helicopters of enemy in an instant attack with out any hesitation in mid night, and that simply convey a message to 
American people that something is really going on in Afghanistan, 

The fact is that through an organized plan Americans are trying to hide their casualties now and in this way they try to 
show their self as fake champions. A number of helicopters had been drop down by Mujahideen attacks across the 
country in past few years. Especially after the beginning of Badar operation the fall down of helicopters by Mujahideen 
has significantly been increased but the enemy frequently refused to accept the incident and if they accept the 
incident then they call it technical problems or emergency landing. Now the question arise that how it can be possible 
that technical problems of helicopter just occurs in Afghanistan and have continuous emergency landing here while the 
emergency landing cases has not generally happened on global level. The surprising is that when the helicopters gets 
fire or destroys in pieces then they add with emergency landing that the troops aboard has not received any 
casualties. 

As a whole the Saed Abad incident has shown that despite of enemy’s propaganda the Mujahideen of the Islamic 
Emirate has not obtain any military capabilities weakness but they are yet capable of carrying out more organized and 
effective attacks by the blessings of Almighty Allah. In the same way the enemy despite of following the bamboozle 
policies they should observe the ground realities. They should clearly admit the coming defeat in battlefield. They have 
to take hands from offensive politics so that they save their self from such kind of shocking casualties. 
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